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Damage-spreading phase and damage-frozen phase in a solid-on-solid model
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Based on the recently suggested scaling ansatz@Phys. Rev. E62, 3376~2000!# for damage spreading in the
surface roughening phenomenon, the characteristics of the damage-spreading phase and damage-frozen phase
in a two-dimensional solid-on-solid model that has a roughening transition atT5TR are studied. In the

damage-spreading phase, which exists forT.TR , the average vertical damage-spreading distanced̄'(di

50,L,T) and the average lateral damage-spreading distanceD uu(L,T) are shown to satisfyd̄'(duu50,L,T)
. ln L andD i(L,T).L, respectively. In the damage-frozen phase, which exists forT,TR , it is shown that
d'(di50,L→`,T).finite and D i(L→`,T).finite. From these results it is concluded that the damage-
spreading phase describes the surface roughening phase well and the damage-frozen phase describe the smooth
phase well.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.027101 PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 05.70.Ln, 68.35.Fx, 81.10.Aj
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By ‘‘damage spreading’’~DS! @1#, it is meant that two
identical dynamical systems, which are initially the same
each other except for a small subset of the system, are s
lated by the same sequence of random numbers to obs
how the differences~damage! between two systems sprea
during dynamical evolution by detailed comparison of t
two systems. The DS concept has been applied to analys
dynamical systems such as biological systems@2#, cellular
automata@3#, kinetic Ising models@4–10#, and spin glass
systems@11#. Recently, a scaling ansatz@16# based on a pre
vious study@12# was suggested for damage spreading in
surface growth model@13,15# and the essential dynamica
scaling properties of kinetic surface roughening were
tained from the scaling ansatz.

The suggested scaling ansatz@16# is briefly summarized
as follows. Consider two systemsA and B of growth. In
systemA growth begins with a flat surface, i.e.,hA(r ,0)50
for any r on the substrate, whereas growth in systemB be-
gins with hB(r ,0)50 except at one pointr 0, where
hB(r 0,0)51. The surfaces inA and B are allowed to grow
under the same growth rule and under the same sequen
random numbers. A damaged column att is defined by ther
at whichhA(r ,t)ÞhB(r ,t). If a column atr d is damaged, the
lateral damage-spreading distanceduu and the vertical
damage-spreading distanced' of the column are defined b
duu[ur d2r 0u andd'[uhB(r d ,t)2^hB&u, where^hB& means
the average surface height in systemB. Then it has been
shown thatd̄'(duu ,t), the average ofd' over the surviving
damages that exist at the lateral distanceduu ~or at r d5r 0
6duu), satisfies the dynamical scaling relation

d̄'5La f'S t2cduu
z

Lz D , ~1!

where d̄'(duu ,L,L).(t2cduu
z)b for t2cduu

z!Lz and

d̄'(duu ,L,t).La for t2cduu
z@Lz. Of course the exponentsa,
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b, andz in Eq. ~1! are exactly the same exponents as in
usual scaling relation of dynamical surface roughening@13#,
W(L,t)5La(t/Lz), whereW(L,t) is the surface width of a
given growth model with substrate sizeL at timet. As can be
seen from Eq.~1!, d̄' of the column to which the initial
damage is assigned~at duu50 or atr 0) faithfully reproduces
the dynamical scaling relationW(L,t) as

d̄'~duu50,t !~[d'
0 !5La f'S t

LzD . ~2!

Another important scaling relation@16# for damage spread
ing in surface growth dynamics is the relation for the avera
lateral damage-spreading distanceD uu[^duu& given by

D uu~L,t !5L f uu~L/t1/z!.H t1/z if 1 !t!Lz

L if t@Lz.
~3!

This relation is physically important@16#, not only because
D uu(L,t) faithfully reproduces the correlation lengthj @13# of
the kinetic roughening phenomenon but also because
sample-sized lateral DS distance~or D uu.L) in the saturation
regime (t@Lz) guarantees the self-affinity or anisotropy
the DS distances asd'

0 .La.D uu
a .

In this Brief Report we want to study how the damag
spreading concept can explain the thermal roughening t
sition. The model we consider in this report is a solid-o
solid ~SOS! model @17# with the Hamiltonian

H52J(̂
i j &

uh~r i !2h~r j !u ~J.0!, ~4!

where(^ i j & means the sum over nearest neighbor pairs o
The choice of the SOS model@17# is based on the fact tha
the model is well known to have the essential features o
typical thermal roughening transition even though it is ve
simple. The essential features of the roughening transitio
the SOS model can be briefly summarized as follows. In
substrate dimensiond51 the surface is always rough exce
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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for T50. Here the surface roughening ind51 means that
W(L,t→`,T).La (a51/2), wheret→` means the satura
tion regime~or t@Lz) in the kinetic roughening phenomeno
@13# starting from the flat surface, and the surface state in
saturation regime is believed to be in thermal equilibrium
T. In d52, there exists a roughening transition. Ind52 the
interface forT above the roughening transition temperatu
TR ~or T.TR) is in the roughening phase orW(L,t→`,T)
. ln L(a50). For T,TR the surface is in the smooth pha
or W(L,t→`,T)→ finite asL→`.

In this report we want to find out if there exists a pha
transition from the damage-spreading phase to the dam
frozen~DF! phase in thed52 SOS model. In the DS phas
which we think describes the roughening phase, well~or the
phase forT.TR), d'

0 andD uu should satisfy

d'
0 ~L,t→`,T!.H La, a51/2 ~d51!

ln L, a50 ~d52!,
~5!

D i~L,t→`,T!.L. ~6!

These conjectures are expected from the scaling ansatz@16#
for DS in kinetic surface growth models. In contrast it shou
hold that

d'
0 ~L→`,t→`,T!→finite, ~7!

D i~L→`,t→`,T!→finite ~8!

in the DF phase, which we think describes the smooth ph
well ~or the phase forT,TR) in d52.

To prove our theoretical conjectures about the DS and
phases, we have done simulations in order to see how in
damage propagates in the SOS model@17#. The simulation
starts from a flat surface@or h(r i ,t50)50# and the periodic
boundary condition is used in the lateral direction. The u
operation that is repeated in the simulation is as follow
Choose a column randomly and assume that the chosen
umn is atr j . The change ofh(r j ,t) in the next Monte Carlo
step is dependent upon the following probability assig
ments. Calculate the energy differencesDE15H„h(r j )
11…2H„h(r j )…,DE25H„h(r j )21…2H„h(r j )… using the
Hamiltonian ~4!, where H„h(r j )11… is the energy of the
system when the height atr j is increased by a lattice unit an
H„h(r j )21… is that when the height is decreased by a latt
unit. The probabilitiesP1 for the processh(r j )→h(r j )
11, P0 for h(r j )→h(r j ), andP2 for h(r j )→h(r j )21 are
assigned as

P15exp~2DE1 /kBT!/@exp~2DE1 /kBT!11

1exp~2DE2 /kBT!#, ~9!

P051/@exp~2DE1 /kBT!111exp~2DE2 /kBT!#,
~10!

P2512P12P0 . ~11!

All the numerical data in this report are taken after averag
over more than 100 independent runs.
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We first report the one-dimensional simulation results.
the d51 SOS model the surface is always rough except
T50. If our conjecture is right, then there exists only t
damage-spreading phase. This means thatd'

0 andD uu satisfy
Eq. ~5! and Eq.~6!, respectively, for anyT. Our simulations
for DS dynamics in thed51 SOS model have been done f
a variety ofT’s. In Figs. 1 and 2 the simulation results ind
51 are shown whenK([J/kBT)50.74, K50.90, andK
51.1. In Fig. 1, we show the data ford'

0 in the saturation
regime or in equilibrium, i.e., ford'

0 (L,t→`,T), with the
substrate sizesL532,64,128,256,512. As one can see fro
Fig. 1, d'

0 (L,t→`,T) satisfies Eq.~5! well. From the fit of
the data to the formulad'

0 (L,t→`,T).La we obtaineda
50.5060.01 for K50.74, a50.5060.02 for K50.90, and
a50.5060.02 for K51.10. The inset of Fig. 1 shows th
data ford'

0 (t!Lz,T) with L51024 and the fit of the data to
the relationd'

0 (t!Lz,T).tb givesb.0.25 regardless of the
value ofK. We have done simulations for a variety ofT’s in
d51 and obtained similar results to those in Fig. 1. Fro
these simulation results it is concluded thatd'

0 in d51 sat-
isfies Eq.~5!, or the characteristics of the damage-spread
phase. Furthermore,d'

0 is critically the same asW, because
the criticality of thed51 SOS model dynamically belongs t
the Edward-Wilkinson~EW! universality @13–15# with a
51/2 andb51/4.

In Fig. 2, the data forD uu in the saturation regime or in
equilibrium @or D uu(L,t→`,T)# with L532,64,128,256,512
are shown. All the lateral DS distances satisfyD uu(L,t
→`,T)5aL excellently regardless ofK. This result also
means that the one-dimensional SOS model has only

FIG. 1. Ln-ln plot ofd'
0 (L,t→`,T) againstL with the substrate

sizesL532,64,128,256,512 for the one-dimensional SOS mod
The data were taken forK5J/kBT51.10,0.90,0.74. The solid line
represents the relationd'

0 (L,t→`,T).La (a51/2). The inset
shows the time dependence ofd'

0 (t!Lz,T) with L51024. The
solid line in the inset denotes the relationd'

0 (t!Lz,T).tb

3(b51/4).
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 027101
damage-spreading phase~or only the roughening phase!.
Furthermore, the results in Fig. 2 tell us the physically i
portant fact that only the sample-sized equilibrium lateral
distance (D uu.L) guarantees the self-affinity of the damag
spreading phase and thus the existence of the dam
spreading phase can be checked solely by studying the la
DS distance. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the data forD uu(t
!Lz,T) with L51024 and the fit of the data toD uu(t
!Lz,T).t1/z givesz.2 regardless of the value ofK. This is
also consistent with the resultsa.1/2 andb.1/4 that are
obtained from Fig. 1, becausez5a/b.

The two-dimensional simulation results are displayed
Figs. 3 and 4. The two-dimensional SOS model has a ph
transition from the roughening phase to the smooth ph
The transition temperatureTR is known to satisfy KR
5J/kBTR50.8061@17#. If our conjecture is right, then the
damage-spreading phases exist forT.TR (K,KR), whereas
the damage-frozen phases exist forT,TR (K.KR). Our
simulations for DS dynamics in thed52 SOS model were
done forT51.09TR , 1.05TR , 0.95TR , and 0.90TR . In Fig.
3 we show the data ford'

0 for the saturation regime or in
equilibrium, i.e., ford'

0 (L,t→`,T), with the substrate size
L3L516316,32332,64364, and 1283128. As is shown
in Fig. 3, T51.09TR and T51.05TR satisfy the relation
d'

0 (L,t→`,T). ln L well. This result means that the phas
for T51.09TR and T51.05TR are the damage-spreadin
phases as we expected. In contrast as is shown in the ins
Fig. 3, d'

0 (L,t→`,T) for T50.95TR and T50.90TR does
not increase asL increases, and does not have any tre
Insteadd'

0 (L,t→`,T) for T50.95TR and T50.90TR are
sure to satisfy the relationd'

0 (L→`,t→`,T).finite. This
result means that the phases forT50.95TR and T50.90TR

FIG. 2. Plot of D uu(L,t→`,T) against L for the one-
dimensional SOS model. The values ofL andK used are the sam
as those in Fig. 1. The solid line shows that the data satisfy
relationD uu(L,t→`,T)5aL excellently. The inset shows the tim
dependence ofD uu(t!Lz,T) with L51024. The solid line in the
inset denotes the relationD uu(t!Lz,T).t1/z (z51/2).
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are the damage-frozen phases as we expected. It is thus
cluded from studying the vertical DS distances that
damage-spreading phases should exist forT.TR , whereas
the damage-frozen phases should exist forT,TR . We have
also studied the time dependence ofd'

0 (t!Lz,T) with the
substrate sizeL3L52563256 and have found thatd'

0 (t

e

FIG. 3. The plot ofd'
0 (L,t→`,T) against lnL for T51.05TR

and T51.09TR in d52. Substrate sizes used areL3L516
316,32332,64364, and 1283128. Solid lines represent the rela
tion d'

0 (L,t→`,T)5a ln L. Inset shows the same plot forT
50.95TR andT50.90TR .

FIG. 4. Plot ofD uu(L,t→`,T) againstL for T51.05TR andT
51.09TR in d52. The sizes of substrates are the same as thos
Fig. 3. The solid line shows that the data satisfy the relat
D uu(L,t→`,T)5aL excellently as in Fig. 2. The inset shows th
same plot forT50.95TR andT50.90TR .
1-3
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!Lz,T) for T51.05TR and T51.09TR satisfies the relation
d'

0 (t!Lz,T). ln t. This result also supports the conclusio
that the phases forT51.09TR and T51.05TR are the
damage-spreading phases.

In Fig. 4 we show the data forD uu in the saturation regime
or in equilibrium, i.e., forD uu(L,t→`,T), with the same
substrate sizes as in Fig. 3. As is shown in Fig. 4,T
51.09TR and T51.05TR satisfy the relation D uu(L,t
→`,T)5aL very well. This result also means that th
phases forT51.09TR and T51.05TR are the damage
spreading phases as is concluded from the result in Fig
Furthermore, it means that only the sample-sized lateral
distance~or D uu.L) guarantees the damage-spreading pha
In contrast, as is shown in the inset of Fig. 4,D uu(L,t
→`,T) for T50.95TR andT50.90TR does not increase a
L increases and does not have any trend.D uu(L,t→`,T) for
T50.95TR and T50.90TR are sure to satisfy the relatio
D uu(L→`,t→`,T).finite. This result also means that th
phases forT50.95TR andT50.90TR are the damage-froze
phases as we concluded from the result in the inset of Fig
We also studied the time dependence ofD uu(t!Lz,T) with
the substrate sizeL3L52563256 and found thatD uu(t
!Lz,T) for T51.05TR andT51.09TR satisfies the relation
D uu(t!Lz,T).t1/z (z52). This result also supports the co
hy
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clusion that the phases forT51.09TR andT51.05TR are the
damage-spreading phases. Furthermore,z52 in d52 as
well as ind51 tells us that the damage-spreading phase
the SOS model belongs to the EW universality class as
pected.

To summarize, we have shown that the two-dimensio
SOS model has a transition from the damage-spread
phase to the damage-frozen phase. In the damage-spre
phase, which exists forT.TR , d'

0 and D uu satisfy Eqs.~5!
and ~6!, respectively, very well. Furthermore the damag
spreading phase describes the roughening phase~disordered
phase! well, because the dynamical criticality or exponen
for the damage-spreading phase agree well with those of
surface-roughening phase~or EW universality!. The damage-
frozen phase is well characterized by Eqs.~7! and ~8! and
thus describes the smooth phase~ordered phase! well. We
have also demonstrated that the lateral DS distanceD uu can
discriminate the damage-spreading~roughening! phase from
the damage-frozen~smooth! phase, because only a sampl
sized lateral DS distance~or D uu.L) guarantees the self
affinity of the damage-spreading phase.

This work was supported in part by the Korean Scien
and Engineering Foundation~Grant No. 98-0702-05-01-3!
and by the Brain Korea 21 project.
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